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About This Content

CONTAINER PRODUCTS – 20/40FT DRY VAN CONTAINERS

Some months ago, when I was walking around a large shipping terminal in Waigaoqiao, Shanghai, I saw many colourful
containers stacked together - which came from all over the world - looking like towering blocks of beautiful skyscrapers. From
that time, I planned to make and place these cool iron boxes into my favorite simulator, making our experiences more awesome

and more realistic.

Now, you will get a total of 10 styles of 20ft and 40ft dry van containers in your railroad world. You are able to carry them by
X2K double-stack container well wagons.

Features Include:
- 10 styles.

- Normal Maps.
- Weathered.

X2K DOUBLE-STACK CONTAINER WELL WAGONS
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If you intend to travel between Shanghai and Beijing by train, maybe you'll pass a train with double-stacked containers - chances
are it will be these, as the X2 series well wagons are the only double-stack container wagons in China.

The X2 series double-stack container well wagon is specially designed to carry container traffic. Once a X2 wagon equips ZK6
bogies, it’s called “X2K”, and its max speed is up to 120 km/h.

Three colors of X2K wagons are included, which should be mixed in a long train for a more realistic effect!

Features Include:
- Normal Maps.

- Weathered.
- Rear Sign Light.
- Load Product.
- LOD System.

CONTAINER YARD
Need a place to show off your containers? Here it is. This original container yard references the Luchaogang container yard. It's

a new yard

in Shanghai, used to storage containers which were carried from Yangshan Deep Water Port and transit by trains. Though its
length has been reduced to 500 meters, and it can stack a maximum over 1,000 containers.

Features Include:
- Normal Maps.

- Weathered.
- Animate objects.

- Can stack over 1,000 Containers.
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This game is quite creative but not that much.
And some objects must be placed at proper point and degree to work. Very confusing.

It's actually fun for few hours.
After then you'll see same exact routine which is boring and lack of creativity.

Still it's worth to play once.
Slightly positive than negative.. Ok the bad; the game is incredibly buggy, cut-scenes are very choppy if they work at all. The
game does tend to crash and one chapter with Jane at the waterfalls would not load for me at all and I had to start over. The good
it is a really fun game when it isn't being buggy. I enjoyed the puzzles and suffered through the crashes and the forced replay
because I did enjoy the story and the puzzles. I would love to see a sequel with updated technology.. I meant the developers at
Too Many Games and played the demo I loved it. I am over 3 hours in and I am still loving the game I did not think I would find
the story as engaging as I am. I am definately see why they used a D&D campaign for the story. If you enjoyed any super
nintendo RPGs you will be right at home. The animation for the abilities are solid. My only nitpick at the game is the animation
for weapon attacks seems off. I know 30 dollars may seem steep but the effort does show with the music, story, and ability
animation. (I did only spend 20 on the game but I would spend thrity from what I have seen so far).. Pros

its like Total War but with Dragons

Cool story

Great RPG - level up every solider in your army along with heros. Gain spells and abilities that are great and fun to use.

No bugs that i have found.

Cons

battles are a bit plain, like total war but not as good by alot

no free mode, just one single story

But over all game is worth £1.50 by far, i would pay £10 for it easy

7.5/10. This is an okay Solitaire game. Gives you plenty of coins to use power ups. 103 levels to complete the game, not very
challenging so you can get though pretty quick.. First game.
-Skipped talking
-Run there to there
-Beheaded in five minute.

Second game.
-Listened accusations
-Tried to lie and denial
-Beheaded in thirty minutes.

Definetly will be convicted execution again. Great game.. Won't run, crashes to desktop on Mac. I never could beat Super GnG,
so I thought this would be too hard for me, but I gave it a chance and it feels pretty fair. I do like that I can keep respawning as
long as I kill monsters. The backstory behind the creation of this game is what really drew me in though, kick some butt Maddi!
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A fun and casual tycoon game. Terroir will let you step into the grape-stained boots of an actual vintner and experience what
they experience on a month-by-month basis! Actually, that isn't complete true. But if you like wine and don't mind a bit of
"dumbing down" regarding the actual wine-making process, then pick up Terroir for yourself. A great value and very well
polished early access game.

I found only minor gameplay issues (speed not staying constant navigating through pop-up windows & text scrolling being
sluggish) aside from the fact that I can't seem to make any money in the game. But that may be because I suck at making wine
as well.

A definite buy and worthy of your time!

Check out 13 minutes of gameplay of Version 1.03 and my full review at:
https://youtu.be/WCEaPnoaMUg. So. It's hard to describe how this application is important for a comfortable game in CS:GO.
First of all, a very important advantage is the almost complete or complete absence of cheaters. The second plus is not
unimportant good server.
If you are playing and you are bored CS:GO cheaters then you should definitely try ESEA.. Let the dev's work on this for
another 6 months from the time of this review before you buy.

-Extremely long load times.
-Laughably bad voice narration. If you put on headphones, the narrator (I assume the dev) sounds like he's at his desk with a
cheap microphone.
-Frame rate dips into the 20's.
-Unfinished animations.

I'm a fan as much as the next Lovecraftian but this EA game needs more time to get polished. You can tell the developers have a
respect for Lovecraft's art as they use the first lines from the opening of At The Mountains of Madness in the introduction to
this game. Hopefully it turns out to be a good lovecraftian game as we don't have enough of them. Pass for now.. 1$, 30 min of
fun, best investment per dollar i've ever made.. A nice feeling arcade shooter. Basically, you stand your ground (or duck) and
shoot laser beams at robots while hiding behind your shield. The robots come from all directions (including above you and
below you) and you have to take them out while avoiding the humans. The game is very short (maybe 15-20 mins of gameplay
to complete it) but easy to pick up, and best of all - it's FREE.. Essentially an interactive short film. Great looking textures,
excellent atmosphere, and good voice acting. I look forward to more fleshed out projects from these guys.
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